The diagnostic significance of long-latency reflexes in multiple sclerosis.
Reflexes of thenar muscles after median or radial superficial nerve stimulation have been investigated in both hands of 47 patients with probable or definite multiple sclerosis (MS) and compared with somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) to median nerve stimulation. A delay or absence of long-latency reflexes (LLRs) was found as pathological patterns. The results after median or radial superficial nerve stimulation were usually both pathologic or both normal except in cases with latencies at the upper limit of normal values. Pathological results of reflex testing were obtained in 61% of the patients with probable MS and in 79% of those with definite MS. Abnormal SEPs were found in 44% of the patients with probable MS compared to 62% with definite MS. All cases which had pathologic SEPs also had pathologic LLR. Hence, LLR testing detected more abnormalities than the routine median nerve SEP testing that has been used.